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Global Opportunities - Emerging world citizens 
Immigration policies of Canada are giving big advantage 
over the United States when it comes to attracting business. 
Canadians are “positively inclined” towards Investment 
immigration and they know from Canada’s experience over 
generations and centuries that immigrants have “created 
success to the Country.” - Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of 
Canada.
Our goal to release this Asian Edition is to help the Investors, 
approach the Global Investment opportunities from a new 
perspective. Getting the unbiased views of the Global 
Investments, Risks involved and maximize Returns.
Hence we the voice of this fastest evolving Investment 
Immigration Industry, like to present with updates, Reviews 
about the different Projects and publish latest developments 
and forecast this industry with a genuine and unbiased views.
This book magazine is for everyone who's looking to find their 
place in the world to give the best for their loved ones and 
secured life and reduce the Tax burdens.

We are advising and observing the Global Investment scenario 
for more than one and half decade and our team and I have 
helped many High Net worth Individuals develop and implement 
Investment strategies for lower taxes, dual citizenship, and 
lifestyle freedom.

Investment immigration are the two sides of the same coin 
whereby wealthy individuals can obtain a second citizenship 
or an Permanent Residence for the entire Family extremely 
quickly with an investment in Properties, Government Bonds 
or donation. These so-called “economic citizenships” are Very 
valuable to the people, as most of Global Investors are seeking 
Financial security of their Investments, Family Safety, Social 
Security, Best Life Style and accessibility. Also through these 
Economic citizenships, can access to other Global markets 
easily.
Countries like USA, Australia, Canada have been offering these 
schemes for decades. There is an Incentive to incentive to 
Invest, to Migrate, to explore new parts of the World and enrich 
the Local Culture.

Citizenship by investment is a process whereby wealthy 
individuals can obtain a second citizenship extremely quickly 
in exchange for an investment or donation. These so-called 
“economic citizenships” are largely valuable to the people of 
emerging world citizens who are losing opportunities because 
of their nationality, many Asian and Arab citizens are the major 
investors in citizenship by investment programs. The High Net 
worth Investors in these countries can do their Secured and 
Safe Investments in most of these Developed Countries and 
also get these extra benefits of Visa Free access across the 

world and many Social Benefits as well.
Also Business owners and investors looking for an alternative 
plans be it for safeguarding their Investments, High Tax reasons, 
business, or travel or family Security.
Also many ultra-rich people and looking and exploring how 
to legally pay zero tax while traveling the world. Many of you 
looking to Diversifying your assets and Talents across the world 
for risk mitigation.
Many of you are trying to decide where to set up a company to 
reduce your taxes and liability, there are a few factors that you 
need to consider.

The first thing to think about is tax. What lot of people don’t 
realize is that you have the power to decide how you want to 
be taxed. Importantly, there are many ways that you can do to 
help reduce, or even you can bring the Tax Liability to absolutely 
Zero.
Other most important factor is to think about your liability. As 
a business owner, one of your biggest priorities is to protect 
yourself from getting sued. Not only that, you’ll want to make 
sure that if it does happen, you don’t lose absolutely everything 
that you own.
There are, of course other things to consider. But, for the 
average person starting out, tax, and liability are the most 
common considerations. I’m going to go over each of these 
points in a bit more detail. Education, Healthcare, Investment 
Growth Opportunities, Strong Legal System, Good Corporate 
Taxation and policies, Personal Taxation, Tax Exemptions, 
Capital gain Tax, Wealth and Inheritance Tax, Social Insurance, 
VAT and other contributions need to be considered and 
evaluated for the future. 

When you’ve decided on where you want to be taxed, you can 
then set up your company to control where it’s being taxed.
For example, you could set up your company in Hong Kong and 
then live in a country that won’t tax you.
The positive side is that most of these countries having Best 
Living standards with beaches mostly to live! Choose wisely and 
your company won’t be taxed, you won’t be taxed, and you can 
potentially get your tax rate as low as 0%.
One of the best example is Portugal which is reaping the 
rewards of the Golden Visa programme.

Finally we would like to sincerely thank all our Research 
Team, publishers, Editors and all Project Owners, Law firms 
who have given a great support and contributed a lot to bring 
this magazine to life. I want to give a special thanks for Mr. 
Hyong-Jin Kwon for his passion and dedication to Investment 
Immigration Industry.
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